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The New Year has begun and exciting developments start to appear on Enigma’s 
horizon, blooming like the flowers and trees of Spring! The first quarter of the 
year brought us both World Storytelling Day and World Poetry Day back to back, 
which opened up the new possibilities of displaying our work on Youtube! You 
can see our display on the World Storytelling Day link as well as our Youtube 
channel at www.enigmacw.co.uk.

This year also saw me taking part in my very first Writing retreat in Canterbury. 
Being a straight up Londoner, it was so refreshing to take my projects into 
a completely new environment and to take part in writing exercises to keep 
morale and creativity topped up at regular intervals! Features and photos will 
be put up soon!

As Spring blooms, so does our topic on Love! For such a popular topic, we have 
housed a whole range of different perspectives and concepts – a very exciting 
issue! We also interview the international poet Soar on what her passions are 
about writing and how she produces such sensual, visual and musical forms of 
poetry – an issue not to be missed!

So as the year progresses at a stellar rate, what are you writing plans? What 
projects are you working on? We would love to know at Enigma Magazine! 
Drop us a line at mag.enigma@googlemail.com

EDITOR’S NOTE

Please send submissions, suggestions and/or questions to mag.enigma@googlemail.
com. Information is also available on the website at www.enigmacw.co.uk.

    Enigma
MagazineContents * Issue 8 * Autumn 2012
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By the time
You have
Managed
To work out

What it is
It is up to,
It has all but
Disappeared.

Nothing
To do with it,
Not even
The water

Itself, it
Clears. When
It leaves,
We call it

Ebbing;
Its return
We label
Flow.

Forever
On the go;
Just like
Any other

Form of
Salt, it is
Hard to
Pin down.

GM/ATS/01

ABOUT THE SEA
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My feelings are not satisfied and the discomfort makes me return; 
The drooping rose, when its stem tips are seared, does not perish further but 
sustains its freshness for lengthier days.

ROSE

SONG OF EROS

For this sweet girl, who I then had to learn my art anew, and with these harsh 
trials, my passion renews.

VENUS

How Love drives us from East to West, off course when we begin to feel we have 
found it. Love strikes us toward or further from life’s best course and our true 
glory. Such events occur to us all.

BIRD’S LOVE

I compare myself to a bird singing to the dawn
So that whenever I hear the birds I will think of my love and singing.

JA/R/SE/V/BL/01020304
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I DREAMT A DREAM LAST NIGHT

I saw you standing on a beach, empty and alone. 

You had a cigarette in your hand and as you drew in a long breath, you gazed 
over the moonlit waters to a boat in the distance. I couldn’t tell if it was moving 
towards or away from the beach but as you started to stroll by the water’s edge 
it seemed to move with you, stopping when you did, changing direction to 
match yours - attached to you in some unknown way. 

I moved forward towards you, away from the alcove that had hidden me ‘til 
now. As I came closer you noticed the movement and turned your head to me, 
looking at me for a moment before a slow soft smile spread across your lips. 
You reached a hand to me, and I came, hesitantly allowing you to draw me in 
to the shelter of your body. I looked up at you, eyes open and searching, hiding 
nothing as you gazed in to them. Slowly, you lowered your head, lips meeting 
in a soft caress. 

My lids fluttered open and I matched your smile, leaning in to the hand resting 
against my cheek, sighing happily. After a moment trapped in each other’s gaze, 
you tucked me under your arm and we began to walk together along the shore, 
cuddled up, leaning against each other as we moved in content companionable 
silence. Feeling you eyes on me, I glanced at you, smiling shyly to myself before 
turning to meet your eyes. As I turned I noticed the boat, moving again. 

Still attached? Or had its course changed? I couldn’t tell, didn’t want to ask. 

I awoke troubled, yet, I hoped.

MZ/DD/01
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This woman before me: how captivating, how fortunate are my eyes when they 
are greeted by such sights. They seem to relax and sigh in their gaze, when such 
a body appears before them. My whole body finds itself attached and there is 
a need to find it attached. The very sight is delightful, my heart swims in it. It 
expresses nothing but gratitude. A great joy in her beauty, and only wants to 
express such winding joy to her. In her there is himself. The charming view of 
a beauty, a woman so rare it seems in every one, that no two beauties are alike. 
Have this poem; you’ve earned it, my sweet, who gave me such delight when I 
had not needed to call it. I bathe in this sight that sends my head swimming. I 
adore what little I am given for it is far more than just a woman may deliver. In 
this poem you will be fulfilled, be satisfied, as alas, I may not satisfy you here, 
though we would like to do so much we cannot. I write to celebrate the sight 
of you, who has not only beauty but charm in her manners, an incomparable 
reflection that soon disappears from sights, no camera could have captured 
such a woman, could not translate such a kind, but only these words.

“For I love not I, nor another.
Such effort I make that this will prove
Good verse too, though I’m not in love!”

JA/C/05

CANÇONIER
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HIGH TIDE

Just water now,
Crests and troughs.

Just water, and the odd head
And shoulders of an eider duck.

The rocks that poked out, only
An hour ago, have disappeared

From view, have gone down to become
Part of the bottom of the sea. The sky

Tries to remain above it all, but cannot
Help but be reflected on the surface,

Broken up, from time to time,
By the crashing waves. It is all

Just water now. My hair
Is beaded with it, and

My moustache tastes
Of nothing but salt.

GM/HT/02
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FOR MY LOVE (WHEREVER SHE MAY BE)

You’re my beauty, my darling,
My sparrow, my starling,
My osprey, my eagle,
My dove.
You’re my parrot, my crow,
My budgie, you know
You’re my pigeon, my kestrel,
My love.
You’re my penguin, my kiwi,
You know that you please me,
And please don’t think me a nerd
When I say you’re an owl,
Yes I think you’re fowl,
You know you’re a right classy bird.

JS/FL/01
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It said that when someone offers their sleeve to 
wipe your nose with, you know that’s love. It 
made me think of home and how safe you feel 
there. It’s strange because it’s just a couple of 
walls and pictures and chairs and plates. I’ve 
moved house a few times in the last couple of 
years but I feel most at home more than ever at 
the house my family lives in now. It is strange 
because it’s only been a year. Maybe it’s because 
I don’t even live there anymore, yet sometimes 
I still long for that familiar warmth. Maybe I 
should stop thinking of home as an object, some 
painted walls and a drive way. Maybe I should 
think of it little space in time that my family first 
started, built upon, kept glowing. It sits above 
each of our heads shining away and reminds us 
that it’s there, if we need it.

LS/WF/01

I JUST WATCHED A FILM
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THE LEAF

Me
Like a leaf upon your scenery
Transformed into a page from your thick book of memories
A sheet you’d rather skip
Out of quandary feelings with swirls of care within
A page bearing your sign, with captions loyal to your spine

You
Like a chapter rewound in my mind
To read by heart, while forgetting the heart inside
You were hardly mine, while I was yours for so much time
My feuilleton of life…too fragile before your smile
I changed my shelf to breathe the same dust from your library

Us
Like a book in the palms of space and time
Parsed at their whim and still, with contents of feelings well bound
A story amenable to change, there where desires would escape
From definitions still keeping our eyes apart –
Who holds the copyright over the touch of these two hearts?

Future and past
You can’t rewrite the latter, yet will you read the first?
Sometimes one leaf would keep a tree alive
Most of the time a book read twice emanates new scents around
Should your eyes search for the spring in the expanse of my lines —
My page, captured by your sign, your book, opened in my heart.

S/TL/01
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Heavy feeling,
Deep and still.
But it twists and moves through you,
It’s right there.
Feathers are far from me now,
The floor decorated only by empty objects.
Neither a floating particle,
Dust is loose, easy and too free.
But then lifting up,
Trying to reach and grab.
Like jumping into the indefinite,
Like screaming into the indefinite.
Words from all directions,
Sounds, thoughts and swallow.
Breath it out.
Scared by silence,
If my echo doesn’t come back.
Shadowing warmth as it comes and goes.
It’ll sit there.

MZ/B/03

BLOW.
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LES PHILOSOPHIES DE L’AMOUR

O the philosophers of love now knowable to 
me, which have come to perch in my lap, more 
terrifying and fragile, all too delicate to hold with 
firm hands, but must be held with tenderness. 
Known things which one must first be excitable 
to see. And it seems in every heart too long to 
have come to know. Here are the poets that I sing 
of that come to me with sweet knowledge of love 
that I may learn; they lived by the names Sappho, 
Nonin, Ovid, Catullus, Virgil, Molina, de Lorris, 
and Moliere, who knew of love as a man should 
know of love. Who knew how to embody the spirit 
of Eros, as a man good of life embodies Dionysus. 
Who knew of love not as the sacred, noble, 
virtuous love which roused the Troubadours, and 
the Italian court, and subsequently the English and 
German spirit, but they who could know the force 
and whole body, that it carries its own will like a 
wild spirit of nature, giving no heed to the will 
of life’s Fortune. It desires its own course. Love is 
a dance, and the love best to suit us is the finest 
dancer. Thus the Greeks made Fates as women, 
who are as prone to change as is the wind. They 
keep men light on their toes and they had better 
know how to turn lightly, and most prefers a man 
to take the lead.

JA/LPL/07
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It’s that feeling,
The levels lower than the soil.
Your feet can’t move
Because you don’t want them to.
They’re invisible tonight,
So that’s what you want.
It changes when they are there,
Taller,
Stronger,
Higher.
Eyes stare right into you,
And it catches you quickly.
And for those tiny times,
There is nothing else.
Those flickers of candle light,
When it’s raining outside.
But then the fear circles and stretches.
But it’s impossible,
Impossible to stop.
You’ll never hear anything so soft,
Smell anything so sweet.
Electricity hovering just above your skin,
Like a think line of hope.
And that’s why it’s forever or nothing at all.

MZ/PTT/05

POEM 2 (TERRAPIN)
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I’VE BEEN TO A MARVELLOUS PARTY

It was in the fresh air,
And we went as we were, 
And we stayed as we were, 
(Which was hell)…
By way of contrast…1    

I’ve been to a marvellous party and this is the time of my life. When I got ready, 
got out, nothing heady was anywhere near my mind. But then -  

“Is this where you get the bus?” 

I’d come skidding round the corner, grimly late as ever; nothing showing on the 
useless dot display. 

“Not easy. Buses.” 

I checked the timetable with its lies of a twenty-four hour service; the crashed 
interactive ads; the heartfelt graffiti of loss on the ticket machine. I didn’t get 
what about it wasn’t easy. 

“Is it? Where you get the bus?” 

One time, she would have been my only ambition: taller than me, cool leather 
jacket. Shorts. At four in the morning. “Where you going?” 

“Town really. Into town. I was ages trying to get here. I been round mates.” Her 
arm swooped across streets behind shuttered shops. “Long way.” 
She was really drunk. I guessed she’d gone out, gone round her mates, got 
lashed, and wandered - all while I was sleeping. I don’t really go out anymore. 
Don’t seem to have the occasions. She got college-girl cheeks, goofy lips; I didn’t 
reckon she was going to work. 

“Wait ages sometimes. For the bus. They gang up over the hill, come down 
together.” 
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I’VE BEEN TO A MARVELLOUS PARTY

She stared in grubby dark where the hill might be. “Cool.” 

I don’t really chat anymore; there’s always something I ought to get done. I 
watched her puzzling at the display in the greengrocer’s window like the 
gorged pumpkins and aubergines were some burlesque tableau. “You round 
here much?” I tried sounding casual, not to seem droolly. 

“No. Not yet. My mate’s just moved in. Back that way…” She pushed out her 
palms flat towards someplace south-east. “Been housewarming. Always better, 
y’know, without furniture. Less to go wrong.” 

“You mean a party, like?” I don’t have parties. 

“Yeah.” A bit of heat smooched her cheeks, echoing the red intimacy of the skin-
split tomatoes. “Got mates in a band. D’you know ‘em?”

“No.” 

“They did a set. Then we had karaoke - my mate’s got a machine, y’know. Then 
we played charades.” 

“Sounds…” 

“Yeah that and all. Bit old-school, charades, but there’s so many films and that. 
And not one person got mine. Not one.” She beamed like it was meant that 
way. “Right trek to the drink shop though. I was wrecked, third time I got back. 
Think I still got…” She crouched to the shapeless black bag gaping by the shop 
front. In flattened halogen her legs glowed bone-white, her knees thrust forward 
aggressively marbled. She trawled shiny devices from the bag, pressing keys to 
make them glow then discarding them; a kid with too much Christmas. She 
found a compact mirror, flicked it open, thought she saw herself and binned it 
back. She tugged out a beer bottle and stood, impressively not falling backwards. 
“Drunk the rest getting here.” She worried the metal cap with her teeth the way 
I never thought anyone did in real life. “D’you want some?”
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I’VE BEEN TO A MARVELLOUS PARTY

Maybe my worst failing is I don’t drink anymore. Every good deed I’ve done 
drunk; since the wagon, days get discarded like so much confetti. She held out 
the bottle; her goofy teeth got a metal shine from the cap she’d spat away in the 
mushed cabbage leaves. 

“No ta.” 

She smiled the bright way movie stars do in lands of starving babies. “S’alright. 
I got more in town. It’s Czech.” She squinted the label. “From the Czech 
‘Public.” 

There’s a groove to my hand that fits bottles exactly. The raised letters dimpled 
my skin; the crazy eagle logo winked and smirked. I got an old-school feeling: 
new boy in the bar. Hadn’t knocked my teeth on bottle-glass since I could 
remember. I meant to take a breath, just enough to air my brain. 

“S’alright,” she grinned. “I got more in town.” 

Never got so drunk so fast. Maybe as a kid on New Year advocaat - but in my 
glory days a little bottle like that was breakfast. As I handed it back I swear that 
eagle cackled. Keen not to drop the bottle, I chumpishly caught her fingers: her 
skin was very smooth, the smooth that young girls are made of, that slides them 
through the worst of times unmarked. My hand was rough - not where manly 
work raised up a sexy callus; my skin was just older that’s all, scoured by time. 
The slight touch seemed to trouble her. “Quiet here y’know?”

Now and then a car went by; down the way a guy was dumping off papers 
outside the newsagent’s; trucks jostled in the freight yard; no buses. 

“Quiet,” she said again. “Always busy where I am.” 

“Where’d you live?”

“Town.” She took a drink, flashing her porcelain throat. “For true I thought I’d 
not get here. Sometimes parties go days, y’know. Send out for pizza, trek down 
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I’VE BEEN TO A MARVELLOUS PARTY

the shop, keep it all going. Days. Sometimes we have trips.” She gestured to 
random distance. “Y’know, party trips. Like, we’ll start round mine or whatever; 
get ourselves good and partied; then catch the train to the sea maybe; check in 
somewhere, have party there; then party to some other place. I think…” she 
tried a thoughtful, pencil-chewing look “…most we did was a week maybe. 
Maybe eight days. That’s a week.” 

I did parties, back when belonging hurt less than not belonging. Rock up around 
ten; on the bus by three. “You got spine,” I told her stupidly and - quite rightly 
- she didn’t know what I meant. 

“S’funny sometimes, like you crash and come-to and it’s still party, all round 
you. I don’t. Crash. Not much. I keep busy.” When she grinned, lips and teeth 
overtook her whole face. “Keep candy, y’know. Busy candy.” She flicked at her 
nose like I was dumb. 

I’ve invented so much of my life; laid chrome on things quite leaden. What I call 
real might have happened sometime to someone who might have been me. It’s 
okay to lie if no one gets hurt. “Yeah, it’s good to keep busy.” That’s why I was 
going to work at four in the morning. 

“D’you want some?” She dived at her bag again, hauling dust from Aladdin 
depths. “S’no hassle. I got more in town.” 

“No, really. I gotta keep straight, y’know. Work shit,” I added, in a vacant-lot 
kind-of way. 

She frowned: me saying no seemed to trash cherished traditions. “Dunno you 
got to. I mean, my mate’s band at the party: they were working. And the DJ: she 
was working. But they all took a breath. Don’t you find you get on better?”

I could remember working hungover, swearing never again. But since I got dry I 
felt no better. That slug of her beer already gone, I was thick with stony numbness 
that needed more beer. But she’d done the bottle, stood it on someone’s doorstep: 
souvenir of a party they missed. 
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“No ta. It’s okay.” I felt that un-nourishing misery of doing the right thing. The 
dot display guessed a bus might be fourteen minutes coming. 

She sang, nasal and tonally wayward. “Love it, don’t you? Karaoke.” 

I’d maybe known someone who did. 

“Usually I gets it started. Need that, doncha? Someone who gets things 
started.” 

I could believe that behind facades I’d thought were quiet streets lay a dazzle 
of what she got started. Fizzing and popping in undressed rooms, the enduring 
parties. “You must go out a lot.”

Her face swallowed again by that open-mouth grin. “I get a lot of invites. 
Sometimes before people know they want me there. I think, y’know…” She 
delved again, found cigarettes. “Want one? No? They don’t bite. I think, y’know, 
if you’re gonna live for so long and no more - if that’s all you’re aiming to do 
- at least you should know where’s the party. If you’re living say thirty years 
- that’s a long time - if you’re living thirty years, you got the first ten under 
curfew, so at least do good for what’s left. After all, you got forever to practice 
stonewalling.” 

She breathed smoke on me: truck-floor high-tars, rich as onyx-bottled scent. I 
tried catching it on my tongue. She giggled. “D’you like everything pre-loved? 
When’s your last party?”

More years than I’d say; but she knew. 

“Just as well you got invite to mine. We’ve had the band and the DJ; been down 
the shop and got more drink; charades and karaoke.” 

“We going on a trip?”

“You said no remember?”
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I’VE BEEN TO A MARVELLOUS PARTY

“Yeah but…” 

I got floored by her comically serious lips. “Yes is reversible, matey. Say Yes, you 
can say No. But No… No ain’t reversible. No buts. Just ain’t.” 

“So stuff you turn down’s gone forever?”

She was back in the vegetable doorway, ignoring the menagerie shapes 
and textures people took home for peeling and scrubbing, for time and 
disappointment. Not her, I guessed.  

“Bus maybe coming.” 

“I should get to town. It’s all a bit peaceful here.” She flapped her jacket, shook 
her head, smiling. “The time’s pretty much now.” 

Stung, I stepped closer. 

“Let’s party.” 

We kissed, her rat-trap violence biting off my smile. I couldn’t flinch: she held 
me, interrogating my eyes. An inadequate party life flashed before them: parties 
I left too soon, parties I let slip by. What happens once only should never be met 
with a frown. 

 “Maybe you’re not thirty,” she whispered, her body in mine. “Maybe twenty-
nine.” In her rapid breath I caught the flutter of wings. 

Sullen diesel: the bus sneered through the lights. Done too soon, I turned 
towards fading night. From the step I looked back at her: adjusting her shorts, 
smoothing her hair. “You getting this bus?” I tried to make it our joke. 
She grinned. “No you’re alright. I’ll wait for the next one.” 

“I’ve been to a marvellous party,” I told the driver, his trigger finger searching 
below the ledge for the gun they wouldn’t let him have. 
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I vaulted upstairs, caught sight of her from the window: lighting up, reaching 
out to her next good deed. I grinned at the man slumped beside me; he glared 
back like lead. I was still grinning an hour later, right after I quit my job. 

MW/MP/01
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WHAT’S YOUR STORY?

I write because I have to. 

Don’t get me wrong, this isn’t an over enthusiastic statement of passion about 
the written word. It’s a simple truth. 

There are many long stretches of time where no matter how much I want to, 
there is no way anything will come to mind. But at other times…

Aside from the usual ‘sentences travelling around my head that just beg to be 
written down’ need that, from what I gather, is quite common in those people 
predisposed to writing things, I have dreams. And not the normal amalgam of 
pictures and experience fitted together in a haphazard way.

In my dreams a plot unfolds. Characters with no connection to me find 
themselves in film-like situations. They travel through a collection of twists and 
turns as captivating as the best big screen stories. 

By morning, a sci-fi fantasy or supernatural horror has played out from start 
to finish in side my head, or a puritan girl has taken me on a journey by horse 
and cart to her aunt’s house in a city a week’s travel away from her own village. 
I open my eyes and lay there, considering the green of the leaves in that forest, 
or the horrific features of the demon creature possessing the house, and I need 
to share it. 

The story is imprinted in my head, but the details are fading slightly. Were the 
leaves light green or dark? 

So I write. Because… well, if you were given a story like that, wouldn’t you?

Marie Zaharaki
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ENIGMA INTERVIEWS - SOAR

As part of our themed issue on Love, what better than to hear from those whose 
love and passions for words vibrate through song, through image and through 
poetry? We interview Soar, an international poet living in Germany who has 
published a poetry book in 2011 and is working on a trilogy of works, as well as 
a novel. But that’s enough from me – my interview with her should provide the 
pieces to this captivating puzzle!

1. What inspired you to write, first of all?

Becoming a writer was the last thing on my mind in the summer of 2010 when I 
started working on my very first manuscript. It had been on my mind and in my 
heart for much longer, I just didn’t know how to call or voice my inner strings for 
world-shared melodies. You could think of a family heritage (my grandmother’s 
brother was an established writer in Bessarabia), but I believe that, whatever 
beauty lies within ourselves, it’s not enough to possess a sprout if we don’t 
release it into the light and nurture it constantly to allow it to flourish. 

As for my poetical beginnings, life often leads us on a path, whose course we can’t 
anticipate, but the faith we carry within and the positive curiosity to learn and 
acknowledge the world enable us to harvest the flowers of such experience. 
In my case, the flowers were feelings. Feelings that wanted to be released 
and tamed at the same time through the means of this beautiful artistic form. 
Feelings, from a simple emotion to their utmost expression of passion: love. 

2. For people new to your work, how would you describe your writing style?

I don’t want to tell the readers how they are supposed to feel/interpret me, 
nor to search for me in a stereotyped category. I would like them to define me 
through their own emotions and world perceptions. The same poem may evoke 
to some a melancholic veil of a forgotten feeling, while to others an invitation 
to explore more vibrations of their hearts and find beauty inside. An interesting 
dichotomy, worth the cause of my writings.  

If I were to see my own poems through the eyes of a reader, I would say that my 
writings bear a subtle unraveling of love and its passion, intertwined in vistas 
of complex but not complicated vocabulary and figures of speech to render an 
effect of originality and charm through the truth of its pure existence. 

3. What has influenced your work the most?

People. Especially those who influenced my life in such a way as to stop it and 
enhance it with the beauty of feelings and experience. I don’t see people as 
passers by in someone’s life, while we rush to the next train or boat. I believe the 
people who join our life path become a part of us in some way and are worth 
the appreciation. I believe we shouldn’t rush to catch the next boat or train, for 
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we’d always be on the run to catch something, while never having anything. 
Instead, we should stop, feel and love, or we might miss something, which may 
be an entire universe.
I see human beings as wonderful creatures, much more beautiful within than 
what they display outside. The latter can always be fixed and matched to the 
social context, but the former will always be the same: a naked truth, therefore 
beautiful in all its imperfections. 

Culture. It’s amazing how enriching this world can be, through traditions, 
lifestyles, languages, art. It is a never-ending realm to explore.

Music. An essential beauty to my soul’s chords. When words are suspended 
between the past and the future, music is the paramount present. 

4. Why the name Soar in particular? 

As a messenger of truth and true values in all my writings, I didn’t want to 
choose a “pseudo” name to represent me. Soar is in fact the literal translation of 
my middle name (Ioana), which in Hebrew translates “graced by God” and in 
Hawaiian “to soar”. 

As I want my writings to soar and reach out my readers’ hearts, I thought it 
would be appropriate to “translate” myself

5. I particularly enjoyed reading your work on the “Library of Life”, it’s such 
a captivating analogy. How would you describe the art of writing and the 
world it inhabits?

The “Library of Life” (http://www.soaring-words.com/lang/de/2012/02/the-
library-of-life/) is an article emphasizing the relationship between humans and 
the experiences they have, or rather attract in their life. It’s about the challenge 
between the fatalistic idea of life being as is and the indeterminist choice of 
changing life into as hoped for, if we trust our inner resources. 

Writing may be seen as a similar purveyor of the same message: it shouldn’t 
be about a pretty window to display shocking mannequins, void of heartbeats. 
Rather, the alluring inner light of a distinguished bookstore with an antique 
flair on a high-tech street, which hides its best books within and where you’re 
surely tempted to step inside and wrap your curious heart in the coziness of 
emotions and rooted values. 

In a high-tech world where a push of an app’s button gives you the world’s 
newsfeed, it’s not the time to be obsolete, yet neither lost in a myriad of anti-/
avant-/post- trends with contradictory tendencies. Rather, it’s the time to bring 
the best out of you, to be original and share with the world positivity and light. 
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I don’t see a better purpose to writing. 

6. Who is your favourite author and style of writing to read?

As strange as it may seem, during my writing periods I tend not to read, nor 
to follow any writer or lines of thought that may influence or interfere with 
mine. But I do have a long list of writers who have colored my life throughout 
the years and to whom I have been faithful ever since, from Dostojewski to 
Maupassant, through the stages of Bassani and Blaga. 

Yet there is one book, which is a must-take for me every time I make a longer 
trip somewhere: The Catcher in the Rye. It is an amazing depiction of the human 
traits in all their complex aspects through the mature glass of immaturity. It is a 
great legacy in universal literature. 

7. What have you found the most challenging about writing in general?

Discovering myself through the mirrors of others, while exploring the outer 
world with an open soul. It’s a constant exchange of energies and a continuous 
learning experience with respect to the beauty of life. 

8. I was very interested to find out about your talent for languages. With which 
one do you feel at most ease to express yourself, and which one do you feel 
aids the musicality of your poems the most?

My mother is Romanian, my cuisine is Italian, my adolescence was French, my 
work is in German and my souls paints English poetry, so you may wonder 
which one I am.

I don’t see a language as a barrier circumscribing someone’s life with cardboard 
social contexts, but as a runway to explore cultures and civilizations. Every 
language has its own beauty and musicality once it’s perceived from within. 

In my case, I didn’t pick up a language to express myself; it’s the language that 
picked me up: I write in the language of my feelings. 

On the other hand, I must admit that I find it much more challenging to write in 
the language of your passion than in the language of your parents. 

9. What projects are you currently working on?

My heart beats constantly :-) I am working on 2 projects and others are taking 
shape, but I prefer to reveal them once they are ready for the light of their 
message. 
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10. Are there any additional thoughts that you’d like to share with our 
readers?

My artistic work blooms with every drop of water and appreciation from my 
readers to whom I am grateful for continuously enriching my world perceptions. 
I thank them for all the support, kind words, encouragement, “likes” and 
“follows” of my writings. 

A famous quote said “whoever saves one life, saves the world entire”. If through 
the mirror of my attired words, my naked beliefs and positive values will reflect 
a smile, a heartbeat or even a tear in my readers’ heart, then my purpose is more 
than served and there is no better fame to me than the one to be read, perceived, 
finally felt.

Time is precious, love is wonderful. Use the time not to impress, but to be 
yourself and pursue true values. Share love!

Thank you very much for this interview, 

Soar
April 2012, Germany
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As oral traditions of storytelling increasingly become displaced with the digitized 
word (even right now, reading these words), I feel that World Storytelling Day 
becomes even more meaningful and a day to celebrate. What was once passed 
on from generation to generation from word of mouth, this ancient and timeless 
tradition still lasts but in the form of anecdotes, jokes and personal accounts. 
It’s something that will hopefully not be taken away from us, and as such, it’s a 
great day to remember each year.

I think the earliest recollection of storytelling in my life was in Primary school, 
where our teacher would tell us a story while we sat on the carpet. She used to 
sing and play her acoustic guitar, usually on the theme of birds and different 
animals. Our school, although small, provided us with many opportunities for 
storytelling and writing, including the opportunity to make our own little books 
from scratch – writing and stapling pieces together, as well as illustrating. We’d 
make pop up books and puppets to perform our stories to the reception classes, 
and those were the memories that really stood out to me about my first steps in 
education.

The more we can share the merits of storytelling, the better. The skills that lie 
in what seems a simple concept are much more complex than they appear – 
first of all, where to start? Where do we pick a point that encourages the most 
growth, the most information without bogging down our audience? Who do we 
include? Will the audience care about the characters? What is the purpose of the 
story – is it a moral message, one to entertain, one to inform or all three? How 
do we structure it in a way that people won’t be able to second guess all the way 
through correctly?

It’s a wonderful art, for sure. World Storytelling day as a celebration at the start 
of the Spring equinox originated in Sweden around 1991-1992, where it grew 
in popularity to become celebrated in Perth, Mexico and other South American 
countries in 1997 and spread through Canada and Norway, Finland, Estonia and 
Denmark. In 2006/7, Europe, Asia, Africa, North/South America and Australia 
celebrated this special day.

During my time at Enigma so far, I’ve seen amazing projects that have aided 
storytelling, either through technology, drama or education. I’ve witnessed the 
Helicopter Technique of Make Believe Arts, where children are in charge of 
their own stories by a one word prompt, choosing actors and creating their own 
performance space. I’ve visited the Discover Centre in Newham where children 
have a multisensory playground to write their own stories and a session in 
which they play characters and make theatrical performances. 

At the BETT exhibition last year, I saw how authors communicated with 
schools cost-effectively through podcast and how through programmes such 
as VoiceThread, that schools worldwide could create stories together by 
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contributing lines. Storytelling will always thrive, but the way it is framed, 
contained and managed constantly changes.

When was your first memory of storytelling? Did you enjoy storytelling as a 
child? What advice would you give to the new generation?

Susan Gray
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Enigma aims to make the creative writing world accessible to all as part of the 
arts programme for the charity CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of 
Arts and Recreation in Education). Its ethos is for all people of all ages and 
backgrounds to have the opportunity to have their work published and shared 
with others.

Enigma reflects the wide variety of today’s creative writing, from works by 
published authors to poetry from school children. We want to show that anyone 
with a pen and paper can write and improve by seeing their work alongside 
others.

Why “Enigma”?

All work is identified by a code, rather than a name. The code can be referenced 
simply with the alphabet, but our aim is that all work should be read without 
prejudice on its first read, and can be traced now to the back of the publication 
to find out more about the writer.

Submission guidelines

Up to three poems/short stories/short scripts ( up to 3,000 words max.).

Issue submission details can be found on www.enigmacw.co.uk

Submissions should be sent to mag.enigma@googlemail.com or by post to 
Enigma Magazine, 41 Floral Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 9DG.

Features

What’s your story?

No matter what background, aspirations or goals in the literary world, Enigma 
Magazine would be delighted to hear your story for this quarterly feature. The 
limit is 300 to 500 words.

Submissions should be sent to mag.enigma@googlemail.com or by post to 
Enigma Magazine, 41 Floral Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 9DG entitled 
“What’s your story?”

Enigma is published by CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts, 
Recreation and Education), a registered charity that promotes the benefits of 
participation in the arts and physical activity.

We are always accepting throughout the year and even if your work is not 
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immediately published, there is always the option of keeping your work on 
record for any future issue.

Online Submissions – NEW

We may choose to have some of the work you submitted online instead of 
in the magazine, but we will always ask you first. Feel free to submit work 
purely for online, but please make sure you mark it so! We are now accepting 
poetry recordings as well to put on the site. MP3 recordings or WAV files are 
accepted.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
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Enigma Creative Writing magazine is currently being published by the London 
charity CAARE (The Council for the Advancement of Arts, Recreation and 
Education), who have now acted as a guardian for arts and sports in Britain for 
over 10 years. Protecting Britain’s cultural interest, they often undergo political 
campaigns, archive and research information regarding the mental and physical 
wellbeing of the nation.

The founder, operatic conductor Denis Vaughan, the initial driving force and 
founding father of the National Lottery in Britain, set up to provide a funding 
foundation for Arts and Sports. He has also been mentioned as ‘the man who 
brought more money to sport than anyone else in the 20th Century.’ CAARE 
is the only charity to fully monitor Lottery spending on good causes, and over 
time the priorities over the use of Lottery funds have changed and used for 
other purposes. CAARE’s main ethos is to widen access and participation in 
arts and sports to the Lottery’s full potential, and must be protected to serve its 
paying public personally.

In the past year, articles about CAARE and Denis Vaughan has had quite a wide 
range of media coverage including, The Times, The Daily Mail, The Scotsman 
and Time Out magazine. 

Enigma Creative Writing Magazine is only one of their projects to spread 
awareness of arts and sports for the public, and all proceeds from purchasing 
this magazine in print in the future will go towards this cause. To find out more 
about current and past projects, visit www.caare.co.uk.

THE CHARITY BEHIND THE MAGAZINE
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GM/ATS/01, GM/HT/02
Gordon Meade – At the Sea/High Tide

Gordon Meade lives in the East Neuk of Fife where he divides his time between 
his own writing and running creative writing workshops for vulnerable 
young people and adults in schools, drop-in centres and hospitals. At present 
he is one on the Royal Literary Fund Writing Fellows at the University of 
Dundee. His most recent collection, The Familiar, was published in 2011 with 
Arrowhead Press.

JA/R/SE/V/BL/01020304, JA/C/05, JA/PA/06
James Anderson – Rose/Song of Eros/Venus/Bird’s Love/ Cançonier
/ Les Philosophies de L’amour

MZ/DD/01
Marie Zaharaki - I dreamt a dream last night
My need to write stems from three things: an over active imagination, a love 
of reading, and an incredibly strong case of shyness as I was growing up. The 
shyness has, for the most part, faded in to the background but the other two are 
still going strong. 

Aside from writing, I enjoy learning, needlework, art and dance. You can find me 
on twitter (@anthriani) or at my exercise in expression:  www.bittersweetbyname.
wordpress.com

JS/FL/01
Joshua Seigal – For my Love (wherever she may be)
I am 25 years old, and live in Barnet, London. I have degrees from Oxford 
University and from University College London (CV is enclosed). Whilst 
completing these degrees, and whilst undertaking both paid and voluntary 
work in various primary, secondary and nursery schools throughout London, I 
discovered that my interest lies in people, rather than in merely abstract ideas. 
This, combined with my love of the rhyme, rhythm and wordplay of children’s 
poetry, convinced me that this is the path I want to go down. 

I have previously had poems published in journals and magazines such as 
Popshot, Iota, Pen Pusher, The Delinquent, The Frogmore Papers, The Ugly 
Tree, Cadaverine, Garageland, and Neon Literary Magazine. I have performed 
my poems in various venues, including schools, poetry clubs and even comedy 
clubs. I am also due to perform an hour-long all-ages poetry show at the 
Edinburgh Fringe 2012. 

BEHIND THE DOOR
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LS/WF/01, LS/B/02, LS/PT/03
Louise Selsby – I just watched a film, Blow, Poem 2 (Terrapin)
I’m currently studying my first year of Media & Communications at Goldsmiths 
University, London. I suppose I write all different things, but my stories and 
poems are a bit more random. Watching films and reading inspires me, makes 
me want to write. I remember things from conversations. Everyday things. My 
friends are probably my biggest source of material. I learn things from them and 
being at University, seeing so many personalities getting on and trying to work 
together has definitely been interesting. It’s all pretty cliché, but I just write 
down the things that come into my head.

S/TL/01
Soar – The Leaf
I am a foreign author living in Germany for over 10 years who published her 
first book of poetry in 2011 (presented in the “Schwäbischen Zeitung”, January 
2011). My second book, part of the trilogy concept, is about to be released and 
my third book as well as a novel are in plan.

I mainly write about emotions, human traits, universal elements, finally, truthful 
values to still find and pursue in this world with genuine human hopes. Far 
from being philosophically formal or unreal, my writings are rather faithful to 
true settings or happenings, wrapped with multi-layer meanings for the reader 
to pursue or have his/her own perception of them. In my poetry presentations, I 
also make use of visual or musical forms of art for a better emphasis of my own 
beliefs, or to trigger new emotions and feelings.

MW/MP/01
Mark Wagstaff – I’ve just been to a Marvellous Party
I was born by the sea, though I’ve lived most of my life in London. I write pretty 
much all the time, partly because it’s the only thing that makes sense of the 
world for me, and partly because it’s the only thing I might be good at one day. 
I’m very grateful that some people like what I write and perhaps in time more 
people might. Details of my published work are at www.markwagstaff.com 
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